Make-up Requirements for ReCreation Tappers
designed by Jan Johnson
Using a magnifying mirror is suggested when applying make-up

.

1. Please use foundation that completely matches the skin tone of your face. Test color match by dabbing
foundation on cheek to chin. (Do not rub in) If color matches this is your proper foundation color. If your
neck and body are a darker skin color you can use Bronzer on the face and blend to neckline.
2. Pencil fill and/or shadow color eyebrows for a full and youthful look. For darker brows you can also use
a brown or black mascara to darken.
-

3. Apply light high-lighter at the top of high point of center of cheek bone, under outside of eye brushing up
to end of eye brow into the temple area.
4. Apply shadow hold cream or extra foundation to the eyelid and under brow. Refer to diagram and apply
anywhere you see eye highlighting or shadow. Apply highlighters-white to center of eyelid, off white under
brow. Apply shadow accordingly. Remember you want the inside of the eyelid to have lighted light color,
the lid to be white, under the brow to be off white, and main color to begin to blend from center of eye out.
To knowhow far to go, draw a faint line with your med color shadow from outside corner of eye to meet
end of brow tip.
5. Mandatory - Add BLACK eyeliner to the top lid only. Not on the lower. Begin with a fine thin line along
the lash line from inside of lid to center. Then begin to thicken the lid line and ONLY take that line to the
corner of where the eye ends. DO NOT continue an extension line out of the corner of the eye. This
make-up is only used when you are performing under professional lighting in a theater. Properly applied
shadow will give the effect needed for our performance venues.
Mandatory -- Apply black mascara or black false eyelashes. (or both)
When applying false lashes trim eyelash to fit lid prior to adhering. Apply thin glue strip to edge of false
lash and wait 10 seconds. Apply to inner eye first and work your way out, staying right next to the natural
lash line.
When applying mascara use a lash build up gel to thicken and lengthen lashes. Let dry and then apply
black mascara working close to upper lash line coming from the underneath and pulling brush out and
in an upward direction off of the lashes. Continue this process until lashes are full, plump and darkened
quite a bit.
6. Blush - You should have highlighted the top of the cheek bone under center of eye. Apply blush to the
top center of cheekbone upward to temple.
7. Lips - Up liner makes the lips look plumper but is not mandatory. Apply red lipstick (see suggestions
below) then highlight center of upper and lower lips with white highlighter. Next apply lip gloss.
Maybelline #690 Siren In Scarlett
Loreal
#315 True Red
Rimmel
#505 Red Alert
Rimmel
#510 Mayfair Red Lady

$8.99
$9.99
$7.99
$7.99

Up stain may be used in place of lipstick. Match color suggestions.
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